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Tree: Elder
Realm: Feral
Instruction: Reinterpret coded messages
Slogans: 
‘[…] be capable of eating and drinking without being gnawed at by the things that slide into you as 
pulp’
‘Passion Lives Here’

The elder thrives on waste grounds, places where the soil has been enriched by the breakdown of 
organic matter such as dung and refuse. Elder is found near rubbish tips, cemetaries, disused areas, 

wastelands. SUCH IS 
DUNG The elder is magically 

powerful, contains cyanide and has a fetid smell, white flower and 
black berries. One might burn elder and see the devil. One might plant elder close to a house to 
keep the devil away. The domain of witches after dark. When one cuts down an elder tree one is 
said to release the elder mother, to do this safely a certain ritual needs to be followed and certain 
words must be uttered. The elder colonises quickly and it soon becomes established for it grows 
vigorously. Elder is widely used to make wine and its bark can be used as a purgative. 

SUCH IS REFUSE. 

Elder wood is used to make small useless wooden toys, it’s branches can be hollowed out to make 
whistles and peashooters.  



Starting standing at a point facing South-East a prospect of two towers presents itself, two castles: 
the be-moated mirrored obelisk at Canary Wharf and the Victorian mock-castle pumping station 
converted into a climbing wall at Stoke Newington near the corner of Clissold Park. From this point 
I turn 180 degrees and walk quickly towards Oxford Road, to the bridge over the railway tracks 
where there is an abandoned railtrack, now a popular nature reserve. In front of the lake I pick up a 
stray willow feeler and use this as a kind of dowsing rod throughout the walk. On the bridge at the 

entrance to the Parkland Nature Reserve chalked on the wall: ‘SUPER-SURFACE’. No 

need for reinterpretation. DEATH TO THE 
GODS OF MOUNT 
OLYMPUS. 

Parkland Nature Reserve
This railway has gone feral, it has been delivered from it’s utility as a vehicle used to deliver use-
values. The raised walk overlooks the backs of suburban gardens, the sloped banks either side 
overrun with disorganised vegetation, paths and refuse up to the point where they collide with 
garden fences which enclose decking, swings, gazebos, patios. 

AGAINST THE 
FENCE.
The elder clutches on to the former railway 
bridge vigorously. Parkland Walk Nature 
Reserve. The elder (mother) is without reserve. 



Without reservation. Every enclosure fear-feels the course grip of her bitter bark. 

 WITHOUT RESERVATION. She is literally out of the reserve, 

climbing in. Elder is a purgative for every reservation that would contain within. 

AGAINST CONTAINMENT 
Bridge on Lancaster Road
At Lancaster Road the working railtrack runs eastward in a true diagonal cutting under this raised 
bank towards Stratford through Tottenham and Walthamstow Marshes. This track carries nuclear 
waste. The traffic on this track, the containers which are carried on it carries ‘goods’ to and from a 
global market distributed along the supply chains of which it forms a part. The chain drains labour – 
human effort (work-energy) extracted with wages and coercion – in the form of products, 
consumables, material, commodities. At Stratford, under the castle of Westfield Shopping Centre, 
with its grand steps, and under the castle of the Olympic park – itself a new enclosure or reservation 
which displaced former reservations and camps sited there; three travellers’ sites, a housing estate 
of 500 social housing units for young single people, several rubbish dumps 

REFUSE, 
REFUSAL, 
REVOLT and salvage parks, a nature reserve, 

allotments – under all this is a vast castle of tunnels, tracks, cables and networks of data connected 
globally spanning, encircling and burrowing through the fullness of the earth. 

TRECASTLE

Three castles: Canary Wharf 
(money, markets), 
Stoke Newington Pumping Station 
(water, purification, aspiration), 
Stratford Int. logistics hub (markets, 
transport, supply and demand).

Ossian Road 



Ossian Road another bridge. Ossian was a counterfeit myth created and published by the Scottish 
poet, James Macpherson, in the mid-Eighteenth Century. Dissimulation of the mythic, the epic. The 
stories became inspiration for the political and military adventures of Thomas Jefferson and 
Napoleon. A phony pretext for phony nationalism, the Ossian cycle became a vehicle that spawned 
material romance; paintings, novels, poems, plays and music. Decoration and justification for the 
interior spaces and heaped wealth of private property accumulated throughout the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth centuries. Myth dresses taste in false history, false grandeur, false origin. Riches bourne 
of global dispossession – the appropriation of nature and of the living bodies of others – prefers to 
scent itself with the trappings of the bygone, the heroic and exotic which washes the apparent 
degradation of its means of domination away.  In the 20th century Ossian became an exemplar of an 
imagined golden age of primitive pre-industrial culture to groups ranging from the Thule Society to 
the environmental movement. Ossian road bounds a resevoir – a reserve that one can see as a 
mound or promontory. A working relic of the Victorian water supply for London. Middle class 
purification rituals. Wash away all the shit to sea. Part of the same network of water supply and 
sewage treatment converges upon the edge of the Olympic Park at Abbey Mills Pumping Station – 
the ‘Temple of Sewage’ – and from there treated sewage is carried out to the Thames at Beckton via 
the Northern Outfall sewer. On the opposite side of the railway bridge there is a clear view of 
Canary Wharf, second castle, outcrop of subterranean transnational financial markets, a node in a 
pattern of offshore tax-free havens, resting way stations for the loot animated in an incessent circuit 
of self-augmentation.  

[..] the fossil is a snapshot, an abruptly stilled slice of time held fast by planetary hysteria,  
rupture and upheaval, world history in a fist. It is the self-destructing world taking a picture of  
itself as it destructs, a picture that will last forever in stone, an amazing phenomenon, only we  
don't quite see it that way because it is so quiet and still. – Michael Taussig, My Cocaine 
Museum

SUCH IS LIFE
  SUCH IS LOVE 
– inscriptions on graves in Tower Hamlets Cemetary Park, Bow


